
REAR CLIMATE CONTROL

There are 2 types of rear climate control: 3 Zone
and 4 Zone. All of the 3 Zone controls will affect
the whole of the rear passenger compartment.
4 Zone allows independent control of each side.

To access the Rear climate Touch screen menu,
select Rear climate from the Front climate
menu.

Note: When DEFROST is selected at the front,
rear control is suspended until the defrost
program ends.

Note: When the Sync button is selected on the
front climate screen the rear zones are
controlled by the driver’s settings.

Note: More than one setting, at a time, may be
selected to achieve the desired air distribution.

1. Air distribution to the feet: Press to switch
on/off. The button LED indicator lamp
illuminates when on.

2. Air distribution to the face: Press to switch
on/off. The button LED indicator lamp
illuminates when on.

3. Temperature controls: Rotate to adjust
between 16°C - 28°C (59°F - 83°F). The
temperature is displayed on the Touch
screen, Rear climate menu.

4. Blower speed control: Rotate to adjust.
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5. Press AUTO to select the full automatic
mode operation. The system will adjust the
heat output, blower speed, air intake and
airflow distribution to maintain the selected
temperature(s) without further adjustments.
The air distribution and blower controls may
be operated independently to override the
automatic mode. If you do this, the indicator
lamp on the switch will go out. Press again
to return to the full automatic mode
operation.

6. Heated/Climate seats temperature controls.
Select the upper button to increase and the
lower button to decrease. The 3 bar light
display shows the temperature status.

7. Touch to select AUTO mode on/off.

8. Temperature controls: Select the red arrow
to increase and the blue arrow to decrease.
The temperature settings are displayed
above the arrows.

9. Air distribution to the feet: Touch to switch
on/off.

10. Air distribution to the face: Touch to switch
on/off.

11. Blower speed control: Touch the + or the -
to adjust blower speed.

12. Blower speed status indicator.

13. Touch Rear seats to adjust the
Heated/Climate seats temperature settings.

14. Touch Rear panel lock to disable the Rear
climate control switches, to prevent the rear
passengers from adjusting the Rear climate
settings. Select again to re-enable the
controls.

15. Touch Climate OFF to stop air flowing to
the rear of the cabin.

16. Touch Front climate to open the Front
climate menu.

In addition to the selectable controls, the Rear
climate menu displays symbols that indicate
the status of the heating and ventilation
functions.

Note: If the Climate control system is switched
off, pressing a rear AUTO button will switch the
climate control system on, unlesss disabled by
the rear panel lock.
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